The putative glioma tumor suppressor gene on chromosome 19q maps between APOC2 and HRC.
The frequent allelic loss of chromosome 19q in human gliomas suggests that 19q harbors a tumor suppressor gene that is integral to glioma tumorigenesis. Our initial deletion mapping of this gene localized the common region of deletion to the distal long arm, 19q13.2-13.4. To bracket the putative tumor suppressor gene further, we have studied this region in 55 gliomas, using loss of heterozygosity studies for 11 well mapped, highly informative microsatellite polymorphisms that cover this area: D19S178; BCL3; APOC2; ERCC1; DM; D19S112; HRC; D19S246; KLK; D19S180; and D19S254 (from centromeric to telomeric). Twenty astrocytic, oligodendroglial, and mixed gliomas had deletions affecting this region. Of nine partial deletions, two cases maintained heterozygosity at APOC2 while showing allelic loss at the more telomeric markers, ERCC1 and DM, while five cases maintained heterozygosity at HRC but lost the more centromeric markers, D19S112 and DM. Nine cases lost the entire D19S178 to D19S254 region. Three astrocytic gliomas, including one with an interstitial deletion, had terminal deletions of 19q13.4. The minimum area of overlap shared by the interstitial deletions is between APOC2 and HRC, including ERCC1, DM, and D19S112. These findings suggest that the glioma tumor suppressor gene maps to an approximately 8-cM/5-megabase region on 19q13.2-13.3 between the proximal marker APOC2 and the distal marker HRC. Among the DNA repair/DNA metabolism genes on chromosome 19q, ERCC1, LIG1, and perhaps ERCC2 are within the common area of deletion; XRCC1 is centromeric and is therefore excluded as a candidate.